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The Peninsula Campaign (also known as the
Peninsular Campaign) of the American Civil
War was a major Union operation launched in
southeastern Virginia from March through July
1862, the first large-scale offensive in the
Eastern Theater.
The operation commanded by Major General
George B. McClellan was an amphibious turning
movement launched against the Confederate
States Army of Northern Virginia, intended to
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capture the Confederate capital of Richmond.
McClellan was initially successful against the
equally cautious General Joseph E. Johnston,
but the emergence of the aggressive General
Robert E. Lee turned the subsequent Seven
Days Battles into a humiliating Union defeat.
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morning of April 26th the ship only had one
lifeboat and two bathrooms for over 2,000
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Memphis the sugar was unloaded. Now
there was no ballast. In April, 1865 the
Presented By Gene Salecker
The Sultana was a 262’ long sidewheel
steamboat built in 1863 to carry passengers
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and trade on the Mississippi River.
Constructed with extra wide decks to hold
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cotton, the ship also displayed extra tall
smokestacks to keep sparks from the
precious cargo.
In the early morning hours of April 27, 1865,
the Sultana entered history as our nation’s
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greatest maritime disaster. Noted Sultana
researcher and author, Gene Salecker,
related the story of the doomed ship to an
audience, during the May meeting of the
McHenry County Civil War Round Table.
According to Mr. Salecker, Sultana - despite
being only two years old – was “falling
apart.” The boilers were leaking and only
“makeshift” repair work had been done to
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repair them.

Mississippi River was in spring flood, with
its waters out of its banks and icy cold.
Survival in these conditions would be
problematic. On the night of the 26th the
engineer reported that they were
“maintaining normal speed,” which against
such a strong current probably meant they
were overtaxing the repaired boilers.
At 2 a.m., and about 7 miles north of
Memphis, a massive explosion blew off the
pilot house thus leaving no means to steer
the boat. The giant smokestacks fell in
crushing those beneath them. Many who
survived the blast and collapsing stacks
now jumped into the freezing water hoping
to latch onto floating debris. Two hundred
people were rescued by another boat. The
Sultana, hopelessly out of control,
floundered and floated downstream for 5
hours before finally lodging itself at the
head of Hog Island.
One thousand, five hundred fifty people
perished that night – a loss ratio of 70%.
One hundred ten men of the 9th Indiana
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Captain Mason died later, but not as a result

boiler or a crewman. Federal officers

of the explosion. Surprisingly, the disaster
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received very little coverage in the press.
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some of their engines against small-arms

President Lincoln’s assassination and the hunt
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There is now a temporary Sultana museum in
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Marion, Arkansas. Plans are underway to
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replace this with a permanent structure to
honor those who lost their lives in this tragedy.
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Donations to the Sultana Disaster Museum/
104 Washington St. Marion, Arkansas 72364
are appreciated.

Bob Frenz
_________________________________

many crewmen to take their chances by
jumping from the cab in the event of a
derailment. An eventual compromise

The Railroad Played
A Critical Role
During the Civil War

Mr. Salecker’s book, Disaster on the
Mississippi, is recommended reading.

a crew in their iron cab like lobsters in a

included applying armor to some parts of
the cab and installing small oval windows,
thus reducing the chances of a
sharpshooter’s bullet penetrating the

The Civil War is renowned for the introduction

glass, while still affording adequate

and employment of many new weapons, including

visibility for the crew.

rifled artillery, machine guns and submarines.
In such situations, commanders would

Strange Occurrences
And Odd Events Of
The American Civil War

To this list should also be added railroad weapons,

sometimes send locomotives to

which were the predecessors of modern armored

reconnoiter the terrain and gain

fighting vehicles.

information on enemy troop dispositions.

Confederate Brigadier General Ben Hardin

During the war, railroads were second only to

While this may seem like a risky venture,

Helm was the only Southerner whose combat

waterways in providing logistical support for the

gathering information was often worth the

death caused conspicuous mourning in

armies. They were also vital to the economies of

risk, and lone locomotives could quickly

Washington. Having married Mary Todd

the divided nation.

reverse direction and move as fast as 60
mph, far faster than pursuing cavalry. With

Lincoln’s half-sister Emilie, he turned down
his brother-in-law’s offer of a commission as

A great deal has been written about railroads in

such great mobility, locomotives were also

Union paymaster.

the war, and in particular the spectacular

useful as courier vehicles when the

engineering feats of the U.S. Military Railroads’

commanders had to rush vital intelligence

Construction Corps under Herman Haupt.

to headquarters. This communications

When Helm died from wounds received at

service was an important advantage in a

Chickamauga, the Union Commander in
But strangely, the tactical employment of

war where raiders frequently cut or tapped

locomotives and rolling stock, which was actually

telegraph lines. In special situations,

Numerous men who sustained serious

quite widespread, has thus far escaped serious

locomotives served as rams. Troops might

battlefield wounds found compensation of a

attention.

start a locomotive down a track with a full

Chief and his family went into mourning.

head of steam to damage an enemy train

sort for their suffering and loss. Confederate
Major General John B. Hood, six feet, two

Large military forces were, of course,

or railroad facilities, or to attack troops

inches tall, lost his right leg at Chickamauga.

the worst danger to railroads. Because they

straight toward them, forcing them to
skedaddle. Troops sometimes launched
individual cars, also set ablaze, against
opponents, or used them to burn bridges.
The potential for such railborne threats
prompted commanders to build

opponents, or used them to burn bridges.

Construction trains, forerunners of modern

The potential for such rail borne threats

engineer corps vehicles, thus became

prompted commanders to build

indispensable to military operations. These

obstructions on the tracks.

trains required armed protection, and
infantrymen and cavalrymen often

Freight trains might also deceive an

accompanied them.

2016

enemy. A train might run back and forth
into an area, tricking scouts into reporting

Also useful in railroad warfare were armed

that the enemy was reinforcing his

trains, which, as their name implies, carried

position, when in fact he was leaving.

combat-ready troops and, at times, artillery.

One Federal ruse involved sending a

Their march order, or sequence of cars, is

deserted train down the tracks to entice

noteworthy. The locomotive was placed in the

masked Confederate artillery into firing,

train’s center, where it received some

thereby revealing their location to counter

protection from the train’s cars and its own

fire. While trains might serve as artillery

tender. Flatcars–sometimes laden with troops

bait, they could also transport heavy guns

and artillery–rode at the train’s ends to provide

to the battlefield. Commanders took this

the best fields of fire. Passenger cars or

idea a step further during the war by

boxcars might ride between the flatcars and

mounting heavy artillery pieces, which

the locomotive. Armed trains performed

were very cumbersome to maneuver in

several missions. In some instances they

the field, on flatcars for combat

doubled as construction trains. They also

operations. Locomotives or manpower

patrolled tracks, conducted reconnaissance

propelled these railroad batteries,

missions, and escorted supply trains.

dispensing with the horses that normally

Individual armed cars also accompanied

were the prime movers for the guns and

supply trains, usually coupled to the front of a

eliminating the need to hitch or unhitch the

locomotive.

gun from the horse team. This enabled a
battery to fire on the move, a significant

On one occasion, armed Federals in mufti

advantage over its horse-drawn

stole a Confederate train and wreaked havoc

counterparts. To protect railroad batteries

on the line. Meanwhile, another Federal

against counter fire, builders mounted

armed train, only recently commandeered

thick iron and wooden shields on the

from the Confederates, carried a conventional

flatcars at a 45-degree angle to deflect

force through Confederate territory to

enemy projectiles. Batteries fired through

rendezvous with the renegade train.

the shields’ embrasures and then recoiled
along the length of the cars, arrested by

As the war progressed and the lethality of

ropes. The crews then reloaded the

rifled muskets became all too evident,

weapons and pushed them back into

soldiers’ attitudes changed toward using cover

battery position. Not all railroad batteries

in combat. Naval events at Hampton Roads,

had armor protection. Some relied on

Va., which included a duel between the

mobility, covered firing positions, and

ironclad vessels Monitor and Merrimack,

firing during periods of low visibility to limit

convincingly illustrated the efficiency of iron

their exposure to enemy artillery. Other

plating in stopping projectiles. Shortly

railroad batteries relied on their superior

thereafter, ‘monitor fever’ swept the nation as

range to batter opposing forces from afar.

ironclad enthusiasts lobbied for the

With such capabilities, railroad artillery

construction of a huge ironclad fleet. Army

was appropriate for siege and harassment

officers also caught this fever, and ironclad

operations as well as head-to-head

railroad cars soon appeared across the nation.

encounters between armies.
As an army advanced, it often had to

Fittingly, troops called them railroad monitors,

rebuild railroads that the fleeing enemy

to honor the Federal vessel that inspired the

had destroyed.

fever.
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Two years ago on January 1, 1863, a tall, odd-looking white President, Abraham Lincoln declared "that all persons
held as slaves" within the rebellious states "are, and henceforward shall be freed" (www.archives.gov). All of us
slaves couldn't believe our ears. The Emancipation Proclamation that Mr. Lincoln spoke of confirmed to me that the
war was not just about white people's rights but also for securing my freedom and my family's freedom. It is now
1865, the War Between the States, the bloodiest war in United States history is over and the plantation that I slaved
on is in ruins, most homes and towns destroyed, railways, roads and bridges are all in shambles. One fourth of the
white men of military age in the south were killed and us newly freed African Americans are homeless, penniless,
illiterate and unemployed (www.digitalhistory.uh.edu). The President and the radical Republican Congress say they
are coming up with a reconstruction plan to rebuild the south and to figure out the best way to reintegrate the
southern states into the US and to give us newly freed slaves a new lease on life. In the meantime, we are all just
sitting amongst the rubble, waiting, hoping for a reconstruction that will help us start our brand new lives, make a
living, get married, learn to read and write and earn money. My dad would love to own some land and I'm just 18
but I would love to become a state representative for my people one day. I guess we will see what happens.
My mom heard from a friend that her son said that us emancipated slaves may have a federal law that says we can
vote. That's how I got this idea that I might run for some type of political office. If blacks can vote, then I'm sure they
would vote for me. I helped out our preacher on the plantation a lot and he said I have a lot of charisma and am a
good speaker. I just need to learn to read and write. Today my sister and I are going to the main center of the city to
get some food and clothes. Northerner's on missions to improve the conditions down here are called carpetbaggers
(www.ushistory.org). It is great to have these carpetbaggers from the north come to help us and they appear to call
themselves the Freedmen's Bureau (www.ushistory.org). We showed up a little late but still got some bread and I
got a pair of shoes. A scalawag, a southerner who is helping out the northerner's (www.ushistory.org), took down
my name and my sister's name. He said that more northerner's are coming down soon to build a school and would
we be interested in attending. Wow, I think even my parents will want to go to the school. I heard the carpetbagger
telling his friend he was going to find some land that no one is claiming and plant cotton on it- he's heard there's a
lot of money to be made growing cotton. I heard him also say that another friend of his is coming down to run the
new Republican government here in Mississippi. These carpetbaggers seem helpful but I also think they seem a
little greedy, too for some reason. but as long as we get food, clothes and education, I'm ok with that.
A lot has happened since the first carpetbaggers came to my hometown in Vicksburg, Mississippi. Our beloved
President Mr. Lincoln was assassinated and a Mr. Johnson took over the presidency. I guess he is from the south
but refused to join the confederacy when all of the succession business started. The newest talk around us freed
slaves is about something called the 13th Amendment of the United States. This amendment assures us that we
will never be slaves again, ever (www.senate.gov). I've had my reservations about reconstruction but this is
definitely one of the best things to come of it. Mississippi had to ratify this amendment in order to get back their
representation into the US congress, and they sure didn't want to do it, but they had to (www.ushistory.org).
Mississippi and some of the other southern states still don't want us to have many rights even though we are free.
They created "black codes" which appear to limit our voting rights, refuse to let us own land and determine where
we can and can't work (www.ushistory.org). All we want is a to be a full citizen of the new US but I don't think it is
going to happen. I have a friend who escaped years ago from up north come down and stay with me for the

summer, trying to get us freed men up to date with what is going on in Congress. He told me that the Republican
Congress is furious with the black codes and are trying to pass something called the civil rights act to combat them
(www.ushistory.org). They want to send more troops down and try to maintain order in the South. The Congress
has voted to split the southern states into five military zones to try to keep the peace down here. There are northern
militia men all over and they do seem to help us a little bit for now. But he also has heard of talk that they were
creating another Amendment, a 14th one that would be a more permanent solution to the "black codes" enabling
everyone to keep their rights and not interfere with our due process of the law (www.americanhistory.about.com). I
told him we had a local election here a few months ago and they told my dad he couldn't vote because he couldn't
read. I did vote, though, and by the grace of God, a black man named Hiram Revels was elected to the US Senate
in 1870 (www.brittanica.com). I've learned to read pretty good since my friend came down and started teaching me.
The Freedmen's Bureau was never able to start that school they talked about and southerner's won't let us
emancipated slaves into their white schools. They call this segregation. The Bureau did, however, find my uncle's
wife in Louisiana, she was sold into a new family years ago and my uncle was heartbroken ever since. My friend is
starting a black school here so that will be good for us. He said I should still think about becoming a political figure
now that I can read pretty good. I actually started my own church, though, and would like to just continue with that.
Through the church, I have organized a fire patrol and a political group where we can all share information about
what is going on in the Congress. I actually don't mind having our own, segregated church and schools. I feel like
we have more control over what we do when we don't have to be with the whites.
Well, it is now 1871, and the reconstruction of the new United States has shifted to growing the southern economy
and the focus is turning away from helping us freed blacks (www.mrlocke.com). Ulysses S. Grant, our newest
President, did pass another Amendment, though, the 15th. This was supposed to assure us African American's that
we had a vote (www.prospect.org). But no one really seems to be enforcing this down here and there are even hate
groups forming all over making sure we do not have any of the rights that are stated in the constitution. All the
states are back in the union now, we are truly a united nation. Many of us blacks are working on rebuilding railroads
and towns, so there is some work here now. My dad has become a sharecropper (www.mrlocke.com), he has a
little bit of land that he ends up paying most of his earnings to the farm that he is renting the land from. He thought
he could save a little bit of money but the crops are not good every year so just when he catches up, he ends up
losing money on a bad crop year and it all just starts again. The new president was a war hero and he really does
not know how to run the government. President Grant has had several scandals, bribery and fraud under his term
(www.history.com). The power in Congress is shifting toward the Democrats since the southern voters all have a
say now. My church has grown and we are just trying to keep our heads above ground while the nation appears to
be going back to the way it was before the war, the only difference being is that we are free now.
The Panic of 1873 caused many investors to try to get their money back from all the reconstruction investments but
the banks could not pay them back and we are in a financial depression (www.mrlocke.com). Now the people of the
north are really growing indifferent to any of our problems down here in the south. They've realized that you cannot
get the southern whites to change their minds about us and they don't want to invest any more time and effort into
helping us. They seem to feel bad about it but don't have the time or money to fix it. We are basically on our own.
The Republicans were desperate to get rid of President Grant and all his problems and made a deal with the
southern congressmen to allow a Mr. Hayes to become president if we pulled all of the troops out of the south
(www.mrlocke.com). That basically will seal our fate…with no military to back us, the freed slaves are just
that…freed slaves and nothing else. None of the Amendments are being enforced and we are being threatened
more and more every day. My church has been set on fire twice in the last 6 months because they know we hold
political meetings here too. Those original radical Republicans assumed we could protect ourselves and ensure our
civil rights by participating in the government but that never happened. They never gave us land, we have never
been able to become actual land owners and now the south is determined to limit this even more with "home rule"
laws allowing them to run the state without federal intervention (www.tdl.org). I don't think those radical
Republican's realized the deep-seated racism that never allowed any of their laws and ideas become truly effective.

Still, we do have the 13th Amendment which means we are not slaves anymore. We also have the 14th and 15th
Amendments which are supposed to give us protective rights and voting rights but the south is doing everything to
not recognize those laws. I guess another positive thing that came out of the reconstruction is that I have my own
church and we have lots of volunteer groups to help out our community and most of us are somewhat literate now.
Even though there were some benefits, I do feel, however, that the reconstruction plans were a huge failure. It's not
enough to just be free. In order to truly be free, you have to also have equal rights with the other people you share
your world with. I just wonder how long it will take, if ever, for us to actually become true and real citizens of this
union. I hope I live to see it. Or maybe my kids will see it? Or maybe not.

